
M MAKE IT! Work in pairs or small groups. Make an 
informative leaflet or wikipage about the Sierra Nevada 
National Park. Include the following aspects: 

Then, draw a trophic chain or web showing organisms 
from the Sierra Nevada National Park. Don’t forget to 
include both plants and animals.

 E
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There are more  

than 2,100 plant species  

in Sierra Nevada, including 

endemic species like the 

Sierra Nevada violet. 

BEAUTY AMONG THE ROCKS

Burren National Park is a unique place in Western Ireland. The name comes  
from an Irish word that means ‘a rocky place’, which describes the Burren perfectly. 
Despite its harsh appearance, the Burren is home to a wide variety of native plants, 

including 23 different species of orchid. In fact, the majority of Ireland’s endemic 
flower species can be found in the Burren. 

In small groups, design an ecotour of Burren National Park.  
Find information about the park and ecotourism activities that are offered,  

e.g., observing flora and fauna, walking trails and bike paths, and places to see.  
Consider interpretative centres, local guides, accommodation,  

food and transport. Present your ecotour plan to the class. 

P POST IT! The Canary Islands have a variety of 
unique reptile species, including geckos, lizards, skinks 
and tortoises. Choose one particular species and 
research the following: 

• Its main characteristics.

• Where it can be found in the Canaries.

• Its habitat. 

• What it eats.

• Current status of conservation and the risks it faces.

Write up a blog post with your findings for your 
classmates to read. It is important to be creative and 
write an attractive post.• Geography. • Plant life. • Climate. • Animal life. • History. • Problems facing the region.

S SAY IT!
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The biosphere is the part of the Earth inhabited by all of its living things. It is 
located between the lower part of the atmosphere, the hydrosphere and the 
surface region of the geosphere. The biosphere contains areas with a great 
variety of species, such as tropical rainforests, and others with low diversity, 
such as the taiga. There are densely-populated areas, such as coral reefs, and 
sparsely-populated spaces, such as the summits of high mountains. Each of 
these areas is an example of an ecosystem, the unit of study in Ecology.

Ecology is a branch of Biology that studies the relationships of living things 
with each other and with their surroundings.

The surroundings of living things are their environment, which is made up of 
everything around them that affects their lives. This can be other living things 
that they relate to or the physical and chemical conditions of their surroundings.

All living organisms of the same species that live together in an ecosystem 
make up a population. They occupy a place within an ecosystem known as a 
habitat, which has the right conditions needed for their survival and it is 
where they can reproduce.

Each ecosystem is limited in size and has a transitional area, known as an 
ecotone, which is found between one ecosystem and another. The conditions 
of the ecotone contain elements of the ecosystems found at its boundaries.

Doñana National Park is a 
nature reserve made up of a 
patchwork of very different 
ecosystems: inland dunes, 
woodland and marshes. 
Wetlands form an ecotone 
between these ecosystems. 

The trees and bushes of the 
woodland, such as pines, rock 
roses, mastics, rosemary and 
thyme, provide shelter for both 
herbivores and their predators. 
There are populations of red 
deer, fallow deer, wild boar, 
rabbits, genets, wildcats and 
Iberian lynxes. 

01 ECOLOGY

THE HABITAT OF THE LYNX

The habitat of the Iberian lynx is in the 
South of the Iberian Peninsula. It is 
made up of areas of Mediterranean 
forest where the animal can shelter 
among the bushes and clearings, as well 
as hunt rabbits, their main prey. 
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Doñana's marshland is home 
to plants such as sedges and 
bulrushes. The marshes 
provide a habitat for a variety 
of animals, such as carp, 
frogs, swamphens, spoonbills 
and kingfishers. 

Species exclusive to the 
wetlands live there together 
with others from neighbouring 
ecosystems. The rushes and 
grasses that grow there 
provide food for red deer and 
fallow deer that come from 
the woodlands during the dry 
season. 

S The wetlands of Doñana are 
suffering from the loss of surface and 

groundwater due to illegal wells in the area. Too much 
water is being extracted to grow strawberries and other 
fruit. Since 2018, hundreds of wells have been shut down. 

Work in groups of five to roleplay a live informative news 
piece with a farmer from the area, an ecologist, a 
supermarket owner and the mayor. Each person should 
represent their point of view and suggest how they think 
the situation can be resolved.

KEY LANGUAGE:  If I could interrupt you, I would like to say …; I’m sorry 
but I haven’t finished speaking yet. I wanted to add …; More (water) is leaving 
Doñana than is entering it; If the situation changes/doesn’t change, we may/
may not have …
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1 THE ECOSYSTEM

An ecosystem is a community of living things, their physical environment 
and the way that they interact with each other. Each ecosystem has certain 
environmental conditions and can be as small as a puddle or as large as a 
tropical rainforest.

All ecosystems have a biotope or habitat and biocoenosis or community.

• The biotope or habitat is the non-living part of an ecosystem. It is made up of 
the physical space that supports and surrounds the living things, as well as the 
physicochemical conditions that affect these living things. These conditions 
include sunlight, temperature, humidity, density, the chemical composition of 
the medium and the composition and structure of the substrate.

The biotope comprises the substrate and the medium.

SUBSTRATE

The area where the organisms move around or to which they 
attach themselves. 

• Terrestrial ecosystems: the soil where plants take root and on 
top of which animals move.

• Aquatic ecosystems: it is made up of water, where many living 
things move or float, and the seafloor, where others crawl or 
anchor themselves to. 

MEDIUM

The substance which surrounds living things in an ecosystem. 

• Aquatic medium: living things are surrounded by water, for 
example, seas, oceans, rivers and lakes.

• Air medium: they are surrounded by air, for example, the 
lower layers of the atmosphere and on the surface of the 
ground.
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• The biocoenosis or community is the living part of an ecosystem. It is 
made up of all living things included in all populations that share the 
ecosystem's physical space. The relationships formed between them affect 
their survival.

The biocenosis can be organised vertically or horizontally.

VERTICAL STRUCTURE

It shows the community’s stratification.

• Aquatic ecosystems. They have two different zones or 
areas:

–  Photic zone: where photosynthesising organisms and 
those which feed on them live.

–  Aphotic area: made up of heterotrophic or autotrophic 
chemosynthesising organisms. 

• Non-aquatic ecosystems. They have four strata:

–  Arboreal with large-sized individuals.

–  Climber with thin and flexible woody stems.

–  Shrub with small-sized individuals.

–  Herbaceous with no woody stem.

HORIZONTAL STRUCTURE

It shows the surface distribution of the individuals of each 
population. One of three models can be followed: 

• Random. The individuals occupy the space with no 
pattern of distribution.

• Clumped. Each individual occupies an area and 
maintains a more or less constant distance from other 
individuals of the same species.

• Uniform. The individuals organise themselves in 
different-sized groups to facilitate reproduction, defence 
and migration.
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02 ABIOTIC AND BIOTIC FACTORS

No species exists that can be found everywhere on the Earth. The presence of 
individuals of a certain species in some areas and their absence in others is due 
to the species’ ability to disperse, establish itself and reproduce. In each place, that 
ability is aided or obstructed by certain factors which influence the distribution 
and abundance of the populations. These factors can be abiotic or biotic.

1 ABIOTIC FACTORS

Abiotic factors are the physicochemical characteristics of the ecosystem 
whose values influence both the presence and the distribution and abundance 
of living things. The main abiotic factors are sunlight and temperature.

SUNLIGHT

Light intensity does not vary the same way in air 
as it does in water. In air, it changes little as it 
passes through the medium; in water, however, the 
intensity of the light gradually decreases as the 
depth increases, becoming insignificant after a 
depth of 200 m.

Variations in the length of days and nights, 
caused by the passing of the seasons, regulate the 
migratory habits of many birds and their egg-laying 
processes.

In aquatic ecosystems, the distribution of algae is 
determined by the depth of the water. As such, the 
predominant type of algae can utilise the light that 
reaches it: green algae near the surface, brown algae 
at medium depths and red algae in deep waters.

TEMPERATURE

The temperature variations do not affect the 
aquatic medium as much as they affect the air 
medium. While the temperature fluctuation of 
oceans is barely a few degrees due to the high 
heat capacity of water; the air can vary by 40 °C in 
a day and by even greater amounts over the course 
of a year. 

Variations in temperature affect the survival, 
reproduction and development of eggs and 
seeds, among other things. For this reason, in the 
air, birds, reptiles and mammals adopt behaviours 
which allow them to survive such changes, such 
as hibernation or actively seeking shade or 
sunlight.

S
Coral reefs and atolls are facing 
risks from rising and warming 
sea levels. How are they affected 
by these threats? Could they 
adapt? Discuss the possibilities. 

KEY VOCABULARY:  sedimentation; 
chemical composition; temperature.
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OTHER ABIOTIC FACTORS

HUMIDITY

Although this factor is irrelevant in the aquatic medium because of its very nature, the variation of humidity in the air has a great impact 
on living beings. In this medium, humidity depends on the hydrological cycle, which transports water from places where it has 
accumulated to places on continents where it is scarce.

When the humidity is low, animals avoid dehydration by sheltering in the shade or underground. Plants avoid water loss by having small 
leaves whose undersides have light-coloured hairs and small stomata which reduce evapotranspiration.

DENSITY

The density of the aquatic medium is 850 times 
greater than that of the air, given the state of the 
matter comprising the main components of each 
medium.

Since the non-aquatic medium is less dense than 
water, living organisms have support structures that 
are not needed by those that live in aquatic 
ecosystems. However, those that move in the aquatic 
medium, such as fish, have a spindle-shaped body to 
easily overcome the resistance to moving in such a 
dense medium.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE MEDIUM

The concentration of gases in the air is constant. In 
the aquatic medium, however, it varies depending on 
the depth and the size of the body of water. In deeper 
media or standing water, dissolved oxygen and 
carbon dioxide are only abundant at the surface, 
while those which are shallow and temporary, such as 
lagoons, can have high rates of salinity due to water 
evaporation. 

As the concentration of oxygen in the aquatic 
medium is very low in deep or standing water, living 
things that dwell there, such as worms and bacteria, 
do not use this gas for their metabolism. If they do, 
they can extract it efficiently, however low its 
concentration.

SUBSTRATE COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE

In the aquatic medium, the substrate is relatively unmodified, made of the bedrock and sediments transported by external geological 
agents. In contrast, in the non-aquatic medium, soil is a very different substrate from rock (from which it originates) and it supports and 
gives sustenance to living things.

Both an excess and absence of mineral salts determine the existence of different species in the ecosystem. For this reason, only plants 
with symbiotic bacteria in their roots that are capable of fixing atmospheric nitrogen are able to grow in soils lacking in nitrates.
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2 BIOTIC FACTORS

Biotic factors are the living things in an ecosystem. They shape their environment, 
influencing the distribution and abundance of other organisms. 

Relationships between living things in an ecosystem can be intraspecific or 
interspecific.

INTRASPECIFIC RELATIONSHIPS

Relationships between organisms of the same species. They can be competitive 
or associative relationships.

COMPETITIVE RELATIONSHIPS

When individuals of the population compete for a privilege.

TERRITORIAL

It stops various individuals of the same 
species from occupying the same territory 
to prevent resources from running out.

SOCIAL

It reduces aggressions between individuals 
of the same species by establishing a 
hierarchical order.

REPRODUCTIVE

It stops individuals that are weaker and 
with unfavourable genetic traits from 
producing offspring.

ASSOCIATIVE RELATIONSHIPS

When individuals of a population join together to obtain mutual benefits.

FAMILY

Overlapping generations of a population 
help each other to raise their young and 
find food.

GREGARIOUS

Temporary association for a specific 
purpose, such as protection, searching for 
food or migration.

CASTES

Permanent association that involve division 
of labour, carried out by individuals with 
significant morphological and functional 
differences between them.  
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INTERSPECIFIC RELATIONSHIPS

Relationships between individuals of different species. They are classified 
according to the number of species that benefit from the association.

BOTH SPECIES BENEFIT

MUTUALISM

A temporary relationship. 

ONLY ONE SPECIES BENEFITS

COMMENSALISM

One species benefits from another. This 
second species neither benefits nor is 
harmed. 

NO SPECIES BENEFITS

AMENSALISM 

It occurs when the living organisms of one 
species harm another without obtaining 
any benefit. 

  The butterfly eat the sweet juice of flower 
while the reproductive system of the plant 
is helped by this insect.

  Starlings use the red deer to transport 
themselves and eat the ticks.

  The fungus Penicillium secretes a 
substance that kills other microorganisms 
in its environment.

SYMBIOSIS

It is a permanent relationship between 
two species. 

PREDATION / PARASITISM

A species benefits from another by 
causing them harm. It can be deadly, as 
in predation, or not, as in parasitism. 

COMPETITION

Both species suffer because they fight for 
the same resources, generally food, in 
the same habitat.

   Both organisms benefit. The clownfish 
provides the anemone nutrients in form of 
waste while the anemone provides the 
clownfish with protection and shelter.

   Lone female lion is hunting zebras and 
she is parasitised by ticks.

   Turtles and fish feed on the same species 
on the sea.
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An ecosystem needs matter and energy to function. Matter is used in the 
ecosystem to maintain its structure, and energy is used to perform its functions. 
While matter circulates in a cyclical fashion and is reused again and again, 
energy moves in a single direction.

CYCLICAL FLOW  
OF MATERIAL

Producers convert inorganic 
matter from the biotope 
into the organic matter of 
the biocoenosis. This organic 
matter is then returned to 
the biotope as inorganic 
matter when it decomposes.

ONE-WAY FLOW  
OF ENERGY

Light energy is stored as 
chemical energy in living 
things through 
photosynthesis. This energy 
is used to carry out life 
processes, although part of 
it is lost as heat.

Depending on their type of nutrition, organisms can be categorised into three 
trophic levels: producers, consumers and decomposers.

1 PRODUCERS

Producers are autotrophic living organisms and are the route of entry into 
ecosystems for material and energy. They create organic molecules which are 
rich in energy from inorganic matter (carbon dioxide, water and mineral salts). 
To do this, they use energy from the sun or from the oxidation of inorganic 
compounds.

Green plants and some bacteria are examples of producers in terrestrial 
ecosystems. In aquatic ecosystems, producers are algae or plants rooted close 
to the bank or shore.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND RESPIRATION

Producers transform solar energy into chemical energy through photosynthesis and 
incorporate it into the organic molecules that they synthesise, such as glucose. 
These organic molecules are used by living things in cell respiration to obtain the 
energy that they need to carry out life processes. 

Photosynthesis releases oxygen into the atmosphere, while this gas is used up in 
cell respiration. Throughout the Earth’s history, oxygen has gone from being 
practically non-existent in the atmosphere to accounting for 21% of its 
composition. Therefore, it can be concluded that living things have produced more 
organic material through photosynthesis than what has been broken down in cell 
respiration.

03 HOW AN ECOSYSTEM WORKS
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2 CONSUMERS

Consumers are heterotrophic living things. This means that they cannot 
make their own organic material and they have to feed on others to obtain it.
Through cell respiration, this organic material that they consume provides 
them with the energy required to maintain and develop their structure.

There are three types of consumers: primary, secondary and tertiary.

PRIMARY CONSUMERS

Herbivores that eat producers. 

SECONDARY CONSUMERS

Animals that feed on primary consumers. 

TERTIARY CONSUMERS

Animals that feed on primary or 
secondary consumers. 

    Grasshoppers are an example of this type 
of consumer.

    Snakes, which eat grasshoppers, are an 
example of a secondary consumer.

    The short-toed snake eagle is a tertiary 
consumer.

Secondary and tertiary consumers can be predators when they hunt and kill 
their prey, scavengers if they feed on carcasses, or parasites when they feed 
on a host without killing it.

3 DECOMPOSERS

Decomposers are heterotrophic organisms which obtain their nutrients from 
the decomposing carcasses and organic remains from any trophic level. These 
organisms transform the organic molecules which formed part of living things 
into inorganic molecules, such as carbon dioxide, water and mineral salts, 
which producers then reuse.

    Many fungi, such as mushrooms, feed on 
decomposing organic material.

    Bacteria from the genus Pseudomonas 
include many species of decomposers.

ECOSYSTEMS WITHOUT SUNLIGHT

Some ecosystems do not depend on the sunlight because they use energy stored in the 
bonds of inorganic molecules to synthesise organic material. This is what happens in 
hydrothermal vents. Chemosynthetic bacteria are the first trophic level of ecosystems 
inhabited by shrimps, tube worms, anemones, clams, fish and octopus, which are 
capable of living in complete darkness.

S
Work in groups. Choose one of 
these roles in an ecosystem: 

• Producer.  

• Primary consumer. 

• Secondary consumer.

• Tertiary consumer.

• Decomposer.

Explain to other groups why 
your role is the most important 
one in the ecosystem. What 
would happen if you didn’t exist? 

KEY LANGUAGE:  Without (producers) 
there would be no food for …; If 
(decomposers) didn’t exist, there would be 
a build-up of …; With no (tertiary 
consumers), there would be too many …
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The transfer of matter and energy in ecosystems is carried out through 
trophic or feeding relationships. In these relationships, some organisms 
feed on others before being eaten. Trophic chains and webs are depictions 
that help to visualise the flows of energy and matter between different 
trophic levels. 

1 TROPHIC CHAINS

A trophic chain is a linear sequence of feeding relationships between living 
things in an ecosystem where each species comprises a link in the chain.

In these depictions, the direction of the transfer of matter and energy is shown 
by the arrows. Each arrow joins an element to the next and indicates the 
direction of the transfer, not the predator action on the prey.

  Grass feeds a caterpillar, a caterpillar feeds a lizard, and the lizard in turn feeds a hawk.

Although there are species with very specialised diets, 
trophic relationships are not that simple in an 
ecosystem. It is difficult to find a herbivore that 
only feeds on a single plant and only has one 
predator. So an species can also occupy more 
than one trophic level.

In an ecosystem, the trophic chains are 
interlinked. Each species is a junction in a 
complex network of feeding relationships that 
receive materials and energy from various 
sources and transfer them to others.

04 TROPHIC RELATIONSHIPS

Rabbits eat leaves, shoots and roots of various plant 
species and they are prey to several predators.
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2 TROPHIC WEBS

In ecosystems, feeding relationships are not linear, but different chains join up 
and thus comprise trophic webs.

A trophic web is the collection of feeding relationships among organisms of a 
biocoenosis.

Feeding relationships are not the same in all ecosystems and they can even 
change over time. 

Generalist species like brown bears use abundant and varied resources 
depending on location and the time of year. These species are usually more 
common and abundant than specialist species, such as lynxes, which require 
very specific resources.

Each species or population has a survival strategy that covers sources of food 
and how to avoid being eaten, among other things. Along with the physical 
space that it occupies, this constitutes its ecological niche.

VARIETY OF ECOLOGICAL NICHES

A species can occupy different ecological niches in different ecosystems depending on 
the food available, competing species or the physicochemical conditions of its habitat.

   Some storks no longer migrate to Africa 
because for the past few years they have 
started to find food in rubbish dumps. 
Therefore, they occupy a new ecological 
niche provided by humans.

  Frogs occupy different ecological niches 
depending on their stage in the life cycle. 
Tadpoles are herbivores that feed on 
plants, while adult frogs eat insects and 
other animals. 

IT’S A FACT! 
BIRDS THAT FOLLOW THE 
TRADITIONAL MIGRATION 
ROUTES ARE MORE LIKELY TO DIE 
THAN GROUPS OF GERMAN 
STORKS THAT FLY ONLY AS FAR AS 
Morocco and spend the winter 
there on rubbish dumps.

This can be risky as they may 
easily eat plastic or rubber bands, 
which can get stuck in their 
throats and cause death. 
However, four out of five storks 
survive for at least five months 
spending the winter on rubbish 
dumps in northern Morocco, 
instead of migrating to the Sahel.

Have you ever seen birds 
migrating?

    Trophic web of a coastal marine ecosystem

S
In 2001, farming stopped on the 
Knepp Castle Estate in England 
and the land was returned to 
nature. This is rewilding. In 
groups, make a proposal for a 
rewilding project where you live. 
Explain to the class how you 
would rewild it and how this 
would affect trophic 
relationships.

KEY VOCABULARY:  weeds; wild/
domesticated species; trophic levels; 
reintroduce; restore; encourage; return.
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Trophic pyramids are visual representations of the different trophic levels of 
an ecosystem that can be studied and compared.

These diagrams usually adopt the form of a pyramid. The base represents the 
level of the producers. Above the producers are the primary consumers, then 
the secondary consumers. At the apex are the tertiary consumers. The trophic 
levels are represented in the form of superimposed bars which always have the 
same height and whose width is proportionate to the value of the variable they 
represent, either the number of individuals, the biomass or the energy.

Depending on what we focus on, there are different types of pyramid.

NUMBER PYRAMIDS

They represent the number of individuals at each trophic level. They are said to be inverted when they are narrower at their base.

BIOMASS PYRAMIDS

They represent the biomass or amount of organic material per unit of 
area (g/m2) or volume (g/m3) present at each trophic level.

This type of pyramid is said to be inverted when producers 
reproduce rapidly.

ENERGY PYRAMIDS

They represent the amount of energy available at each trophic level. They are never 
inverted because the energy that passes to the next level cannot be greater than that 
which is available in the level below.

05 TROPHIC PYRAMIDS

S
In pairs, choose one of the 
following predators (polar bears, 
killer whales, golden eagles, Nile 
crocodiles). Present a trophic 
pyramid that explains what 
would happen if these apex 
predators disappeared. 

KEY STRUCTURES:  In the absence of 
(golden eagles), we would see an increase/
decrease in the number of …

   A trophic pyramid
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The main chemical elements in living things are called primary bioelements. 
The primary bioelements are carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), nitrogen 
(N), phosphorus (P) and sulphur (S). Living things must obtain them from the 
biotope. Oxygen and hydrogen are part of the water molecule, allowing living 
things to obtain them from this substance through the hydrological cycle. 
Similarly, the process in which living things take in oxygen from the 
atmosphere is related to the carbon cycle through respiration. 

The bioelements circulate from one to another by the following processes.

A biochemical cycle describes the route which a bioelement follows as it 
circulates from the surface layers of the Earth to the biosphere, and vice versa.  
Biochemical cycles are classified into two types, depending on where the 
bioelements involved are located.

GASEOUS BIOCHEMICAL CYCLE

The main reservoir of these bioelements 
is in the atmosphere or dissolved in the 
hydrosphere. Cycles are global because 
they circulate quickly and the elements 
are always available to living things 
through the liquid layers of the Earth. The 
carbon and nitrogen cycles are examples 
of gaseous cycles.

SEDIMENTARY BIOCHEMICAL CYCLE

The main reservoir of these bioelements 
is in the lithosphere. Since they are not 
present in the liquid layers of the Earth, 
they circulate slowly, which is what 
determines their local nature. The 
phosphorus cycle is an example of a 
sedimentary cycle.

06 BIOCHEMICAL CYCLES

1   Assimilation. 
Living things 
incorporate the 
bioelements 
into their 
structures.

6   Erosion. 
As the rocks are worn 
down, the bioelements 
are released into the 
biotope.

5   Lithification. 
The sediments are transformed into rocks.

4   Sedimentation. 
The bioelements are 
taken from the biotope.

3   Deposits. 
The bioelements 
accumulate in 
sedimentation 
basins.

2   Dissimilation. 
The bioelements are 
returned to the biotope.
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1 THE CARBON CYCLE

Carbon (C) is the most abundant element in living things, making up 63% of 
their dry weight. Although it is scarce in the Earth’s crust, it is found in the 
form of carbon dioxide both in the atmosphere and dissolved in oceans. It is 
also an integral part of limestone, coal and petroleum. 

Carbon dioxide passes from the atmosphere to the seas, and vice versa. This 
exchange depends fundamentally on temperature, since its solubility increases 
as water temperature decreases.

1     Photosynthesis. 
Autotrophic organisms are capable of 
fixing carbon dioxide present in the 
atmosphere or dissolved in the water. In 
doing so, they create organic molecules 
which can be incorporated into 
heterotrophic organisms through their diet.

2     Respiration. 
Both autotrophic and heterotrophic 
organisms use the organic molecules 
synthesised in photosynthesis to 
obtain energy in cell respiration. 
This process releases carbon dioxide 
into the environment.

3     Incorporation of inorganic carbon.  
Some aquatic organisms use the 
carbon dioxide dissolved in the water 
to form their shells. When they die, 
these are deposited in sedimentation 
basins where they can be 
incorporated in the rock cycle.

4     Fermentation.  
Anaerobic heterotrophic microorganisms 
decompose organic material in the absence of 
oxygen and produce carbon dioxide and other 
organic molecules, such as acids and alcohol.

5     Combustion.  
Organogenic rocks, such as coal and petroleum, that 
were accumulated in deposits for millions of years. 
On combustion, deliberately performed by humans, 
they release carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

STAGES OF THE CARBON CYCLE
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2 THE NITROGEN CYCLE

Nitrogen (N) is the main component of the atmosphere, as it accounts for 78% 
of its volume. Despite its plentiful supply, it is an inert gas which can only be 
incorporated into organic molecules by certain bacteria. Other autotrophic 
living organisms can only incorporate nitrogen if it is present in salts dissolved 
in water. There are five stages in the nitrogen cycle.

S Imagine you are planning a vegetable 
garden. The soil in your area is sandy 

and porous, so it doesn’t hold nitrates well. However, you 
don’t want to use artificial fertilisers. Work in groups to plan 
your garden. What plants don’t need as much nitrogen? 
What plants can raise the level of nitrates in the soil?  

Make a podcast to describe your plan. 

KEY LANGUAGE:  Nitrogen poor soil can be improved by planting (carrots).; 
Some crops like (peas) can fix nitrogen in the soil.; Nitrogen can leach from the 
soil when …

1     Fixation. 
Atmospheric nitrogen is 
transformed into useful compounds 
for living organisms. 
Fixation can be:

• Atmospheric. The energy from 
storms helps to form nitrogenous 
compounds. 

• Industrial. The industrial 
manufacturing of fertilisers 
produces ammonium and nitrates.

• Biological. Some bacteria fix 
atmospheric nitrogen into 
proteins.

2     Denitrification. 
Some anaerobic 
microorganisms obtain 
energy from the 
nitrates in the soil, 
transforming them into 
atmospheric nitrogen.

4     Ammonification. 
Fungi and bacteria free 
the nitrogen released from 
organic material in the soil 
so that it can be reused.

3     Nitrification. 
The ammonium ion is 
transformed into nitrates by 
bacteria in the soil, which is 
necessary for uptake by plants.

5     Assimilation. 
Inorganic nitrogen is 
incorporated into amino 
acids and other nitrogenous 
organic molecules.

THE IMPORTANCE OF NITROGEN

Living organisms can only take in this 
element from mineral salts dissolved in 
water in the soil or in aquatic ecosystems 
in the form of nitrates, nitrites or the 
ammonium ion. It is important because 
it is an element present in all proteins 
and nucleic acids in living organisms.

STAGES OF THE NITROGEN CYCLE
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3 THE PHOSPHORUS CYCLE

Phosphorus (P) is an essential element for living organisms because it is 
present in the molecular structure of nucleic acids and forms part of animal 
skeletons.

4 THE SULPHUR CYCLE

Sulphur (S) is present in the chemical structure of proteins. It is not a limiting 
factor for living organisms, as sufficient amounts are found in the environment.

1     Reserve. 
Phosphorus is found 
stored in 
sedimentary rocks. 
When these rocks 
erode, they release 
phosphorus, which 
is incorporated into 
rivers and seas.

2     Assimilation.  
Plankton and plants introduce phosphorus into trophic 
chains. This is how it reaches all living organisms.

3     Reuse.  
As phosphorus does not 
have any volatile compounds, 
it cannot return to the land 
ecosystems through the 
atmosphere. Phosphorus 
returns to the land 
ecosystems through:

• Guano deposits. Seabirds 
excrete guano, rich in 
phosphorus, on land. 

• Organic remains and 
skeletons. The remains of 
living organisms are reused 
by photosynthesisers.

1     Reserve. 
Sulphur is stored in sedimentary 
rocks. It is released into the 
atmosphere by volcanic eruptions. 

2     Sulphates.  
Atmospheric sulphur dioxide falls 
as acid rain and forms sulphate, 
as does the oxidation of reduced 
inorganic compounds.

3     Assimilation. 
Plants incorporate the 
sulphate into their proteins 
and thus it comprises the 
tropic chains of ecosystems. 

4     Decomposition. 
Bacteria and fungi decompose 
the organic material. In this way, 
sulphur is released in the form 
of reduced compounds. 

STAGES OF THE PHOSPHORUS CYCLE

STAGES OF THE SULPHUR CYCLE
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5 Is it possible to find species typical of neighbouring ecosystems in 
the ecotone? Justify your answer.

6 Is biotope the same as substrate or medium? What about 
community and population? Justify your answers.

7 Look for examples of living things that hold on to the substrate 
and that are surrounded by different media.

8 What is the biosphere? Where is it located?

9 Do all individuals of a species made up a single population? 
Justify your answer.

10  Listen to a conversation. Then complete the sentences. 

 a Maggie is going to spend the summer in …

 b Maggie and the other volunteers will …

 c Rhododendrons affect other plants by …

 d Rhododendrons affect animals because …

02 ABIOTIC AND BIOTIC FACTORS

11 When evening falls, it is common for starlings to group together 
in the same tree.

a What type of association is this?

b Could an owl locate them better together or separately?

c What is the purpose of this association?

12 Explain how latitude and the orientation of the biotope's surface 
affect the light available to living things.

13 By the time April and May come around, many plant species 
begin to blossom.

a Which abiotic factor regulates flowering?

b Why does flowering occur?

01 ECOLOGY

1 Name the substrate for each of the following species:

a earthworm b oak

c dolphin d frog

 

2 Read the following text and answer the questions. 

Every afternoon Sergio and his father cycle along the river, where 
they see several types of birds (bee-eaters, sandpipers, 
swamphens and ibises) and insects (dragonflies and damselflies) 
next to the riverbank. On the bank there are trees (poplars, wil-
lows and fig trees) which shoot up above the bushes (mastics and 
brambles). The temperature is mild and there is hardly any pol-
lution in the air. The only sound that can be heard is birdsong, 
from the nightingales and goldfinches, and the buzzing of bum-
ble bees and cicadas up in the trees. On the river bank there are 
pebbles, where small insects hide such as ants and earwigs.

a What kind of ecosystem is described in the text? Is it aquatic or 
terrestrial?

b Indicate the substrate and the medium making up the biotope 
of this ecosystem.

c Make a list of all the elements of the biotope mentioned in the 
text and another list with those of the biocoenosis.

d Does the ecosystem described have a vertical structure? If it 
does, draw a diagram to represent it.

3 Is there any difference between community and biocoenosis? And 
between biocoenosis and ecosystem?

4 What is an ecosystem?

AACTIVITIES
ECOSYSTEMS
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21 Indicate which of the following statements are true and which 
are false. Support your answers.

a Heterotrophic organisms are producers and autotrophic 
organisms are consumers.

b A large number of carnivorous animals can live in the desert, 
because they do not depend on plants.

c All living things are eaten by others.

22  Listen to a lecture. Take notes about: 

 a Where chemosynthetic bacteria often live.

 b How these bacteria produce organic compounds.

 c How other organisms benefit from these bacteria.

 d Colleen Cavanaugh’s theory about deep sea worms.

04 TROPHIC RELATIONSHIPS

23 Classify the following living things according to their trophic 
level: cyanobacteria, mould, yeast, nit, vulture, lynx, bee-eater, 
snake, mouse, fern, pine.

24 Which species are more abundant, generalists or specialists? Why?

25 Imagine that only the following living organisms inhabit an 
ecosystem: grass, brambles, holm oaks, rabbits, slugs, snakes, 
short-toed snake eagles, foxes and ferrets.

a Classify these living organisms into producers and consumers.

b Write all the trophic chains possible in this ecosystem.

c Are there producers that feed more than one herbivore? 
Which ones?

d Draw the trophic web for this ecosystem.

e How many junctions does this web have?

26 Create three trophic chains from the trophic web of the coastal 
marine ecosystem on page 187. Then answer the questions and 
justify your answers.

a Which trophic level does each of the species of the trophic 
chains you created relate to?

b Do you think that unregulated mussel fishing can cause an 
increase in barnacle numbers? And crabs?

27 Why is it said that energy passes through ecosystems while the 
matter in them is reused in a cycle?

14 Why do you think that the decline in light intensity is much 
greater in the aquatic medium than in the non-aquatic medium?

15 Why are there no photosynthetic algae beyond a depth of 200 m?

16 In a holm-oak forest, the grass grows all year round, while in a 
poplar forest, it only grows in the first few months of the year 
and starts to disappear in April. Why does this happen?

17 State the type of relationship established between the following 
species:

a lion – gazelle e vulture – hyena

b remora – shark f cow – cattle egret

c fungus – alga (lichens) g tick – dog

d bacteria – fungi

18 How do you think the climate of a region can influence the 
presence of one species or another in an ecosystem?

19  Listen. First, summarise the audio using the words in the box 
below. Then, name the relationship between aphids and ants.

collect  honeydew  insects  leaves  liquid

plants  protect  sap  sheep  shepherd

03 HOW AN ECOSYSTEM WORKS

20 Why are green plants producer organisms?
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35 Look at the following trophic pyramids indicate the type of each 
one.

36  Listen to the podcast. Answer the questions.  

 a Why did beavers disappear from England?

 b How did their disappearance affect wetlands? 

 c What happened in South West England in 2013? 

 d What was started after that?

06 BIOCHEMICAL CYCLES

37 In recent years, more than 50% of our planet's forests have 
disappeared. If this massive destruction of forest continues and 
deserts appear in their place, would the carbon cycle alter at 
any point? If so, explain how it would change.

38 Why is ammonification important for ecosystems?

39 What is nitrogen fixation? Why is it important for living 
organisms?

40 Explain the importance of phosphorus for living organisms.

28 Imagine a garden in which only the following species of living 
organisms exist: snails, lettuces, beetles and snipes (a type of bird).

a Indicate which species are producers and which are consumers.

b What do the beetles eat? What do the snipes eat?

c Who are the snails’ predator(s)?

d Create two different trophic chains for these species.

29 Establish the difference between a habitat and an ecological niche.

30 Examine the image and answer the questions.

a What does it show? What information does it provide?

b Explain why the top trophic level is much smaller than the one 
immediately below it.

c Given your previous answers, indicate the reason why the 
number of trophic levels in an ecosystem is limited.

31  Listen to a presentation. Are the sentences true or false? 

 a Hawaii currently has more than 50 species of honeycreepers. 

 b Some honeycreepers have lost their natural habitat. 

 c All honeycreepers must collect nectar from flowers.  

 d Honeycreepers can vary in both their size and colour.  

05 TROPHIC PYRAMIDS

32 Explain and give an example of an inverted number pyramid.

33 Can a biomass pyramid be inverted? Justify your answer with an 
example.

34 The biomass of an ecosystem has been measured, resulting in 
890 g of producers, 79 g of herbivores and 8 g of carnivores per 
square metre.

a Draw a trophic pyramid in which 1 cm represents 100 g/m2.

b Is the pyramid normal or inverted?
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UNIT REVISION

1 Write a coherent text which includes the following terms: ecosystem, 
biotope, biocoenosis, population, physical medium, substrate.

2 Do all fish living in the river Tajo made up a population? Justify 
your answer.

3 Could a sardine live in a river? Explain your answer.

4 The following illustration represents the dunes and woodland 
typical of Doñana National Park. Draw a table that reflects the 
components of the biotope and the biocoenosis of this ecosystem.

5 What is the difference between a gaseous and a sedimentary 
biochemical cycle?

6 Look at the image below and answer the question. What is the 
abiotic factor that determines the absence of plants in this 
ecosystem?

7 What are guano deposits? What use do they have for humans?

8 Do humans affect the sulphur cycle? If so, explain your answer.

9 What do you think can happen to an ecosystem if there is no 
phosphorus?

10 Why are nitrifying microorganisms important for ecosystems?

41 Oxygen and hydrogen are two of the main bioelements in living 
things, but their biochemical cycles are not explained in this 
unit. Why do you think they have not been described? Using 
your knowledge from previous years, explain the biochemical 
cycle of each of these bioelements.

42 Through which process do anaerobic heterotrophic microorganisms 
recycle carbon? Do some research and explain the process.

43 Ammonium ions and nitrates are available to plants in the soil; 
however, they only absorb nitrates through their roots. Research 
and explain the reason for this.

44 It is a common agricultural practice to burn crop stubble every 
year. By doing so, the nitrogen contained in these remains 
enters the atmosphere in the form of gases. Debate the 
advantages and disadvantages that burning stubble can have. 
Then, present your conclusions.

45 After a forest fire, it takes many years for the forest to resemble 
its original state. Do you think that fires affect the availability of 
nitrogen for the recovery of the forest? If so, explain how they 
affect it.

46  Listen to a class discussion. Which topics are not mentioned? 

carbon sinks  climate change  fossil fuels

igneous rocks  land plants  organic matter

photosynthesis  sedimentary rocks
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R READ AND REFLECT

THE TINTO RIVER: 
MARS IN SPAIN

We now know that some regions of Earth, such as the 
mining area of the Tinto River in Huelva, bear a 
certain resemblance to Mars. Scientists call them 
‘Martian analogues’ and use them to test the 
equipment designed for future missions.

The Astrobiology Centre in Madrid has an 
extremophiles laboratory where researcher Felipe 
Gómez works. ‘Here we study extreme environments, 
which are unusual from a human point of view. For 
example, the Tinto River is 100 km long and has a very 
acidic pH of 2 (on a scale from 1 to 14). It contains 
sulphuric acid. In some spots, the pH is even lower, 
reaching 0.8 (equivalent to concentrated sulphuric 
acid)’, Gómez said. 

To get an idea of the acidity of this water, a neutral pH, 
such as that of mineral water, has a value of 7, and 
human skin lies between 4.5 and 5.9. The Tinto River is 
loaded with metals. Although the entire periodic table of 
elements is present, there are several metals that are 
more abundant, such as iron, which gives the water its 
characteristic red colour in its oxidised state (ferric iron).

For many years, it was thought that these characteristics 
of the river were due to mining-driven pollution. 

Scientists investigated the area and concluded that while 
the mine had a high level of activity, the composition of 
the Tinto River is fundamentally natural. It represents a 
very interesting ecosystem to study. 

There are microorganisms called chemolithotrophic 
bacteria (literally 'rock eaters') that do not need 
organic matter to live. They can grow by oxidising 
minerals, that is to say, inorganic matter. According 
to Gómez, they mainly oxidise pyrite, which is an 
iron sulphide (containing iron and sulphur). In fact, 
the subsoil of the Tinto River contains one of the 
largest pyrite ditches in the world and the largest in 
Europe.

Despite the complex chemical composition of the 
water and the extreme environment caused by it, 
representatives of all branches of the tree of life live in 
the Tinto River. ‘It was thought to be a dead river, but 
there is a tremendous diversity of life forms’, explains 
Felipe Gómez. ‘Bacteria and over a thousand fungi 
have been found. What you cannot find are fish. The 
pH is very acidic and, in theory, there is little diversity 
in such an environment.’ 

At a depth of a few centimetres, there is no oxygen and 
the bacteria living there have developed the ability to 
breathe ferric iron. That is why the colour changes in 
those areas, becoming bluish or transparent.

Translated and adapted from El Mundo

A ANSWER IT!

1 What is a Martian analogue?

2 What is an extremophile? Why is the Tinto River considered 
to be an extreme ecosystem?

3 From the information given in the text, what do you think 
makes the Tinto River an extreme ecosystem?

4 What do bacteria, fungi and algae feed on? Look it up if you 
need to. 

5 Based on the previous question, the text and what you have 
learnt in this unit, draw the trophic relationships found in the 
Tinto River.

  Tinto River
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